
Smarter! Brighter! Easier!

CUSTOMIZED MESSAGES

DATE/TIME

ANIMATED COLOR ICONS

Full /Tri Color Slim Line Series LED sign with QWERTY Keypad!

6500 Flotilla St, Commerce, CA 90040
Toll Free : 888.315.7446  T : 213.746.7445 / F : 213.746.7442
www.MEGASIGNINC.com / Find Us on Facebook, Youtube

Manufactured in the USA with Domestic and Imported Components
All of our products are crafted with precision, intelligently designed and engineered for top 
performance in our 69,000 square foot facility in Commerce, CA.  You’ll never have to worry
about inferior products with us. And If you need help? We’re here for you.

Manufacturer's 1 Year Parts Warranty + 3 Year Factory Labor Warranty
MEGA LED Technology warrants your new LED sign to be free from defects in factory materials and 
workmanship. If a con�rmed defect in materials or workmanship arises and is reported during the covered 
period on the covered equipment, MEGA LED Technology will, at its option, repair or replace the a�ected 
covered equipment. *Each new LED sign includes a 1 Year Parts Warranty + 3 Year Factory Labor Warranty

Built to Last
MEGA LED Displays are manufactured well beyond industry standards in this class. With aluminum 
cabinets, solid state control systems, water proof plugs, your sign is going to look and perform just like 
the day you bought it for years to come.

Fast & Safe Shipping
Heavy duty corrugated boxes with pallet corners and straps, or well-built wooden crates if needed, on 
every shipment ensures that your sign will always arrive safely.

FONTS/COLORS/SYMBOLS

NEW!!
 FULL Color (FC)

A PREVIEW OF ICONS, FONTS & SAMPLE MESSAGES

* Refer to Mega LED Technology Warranty Terms and Conditions for details



MATRIX SIZE CHART

15mm PITCH 1ROW(12.6”) 1 LINE TEXT : 9.5” TEXT HEIGHT / 2 LINE TEXT : 4.5” TEXT HEIGHT
2ROW(22”) 1 LINE TEXT : 19” TEXT HEIGHT / 2 LINE TEXT : 9” TEXT HEIGHT

26MM PITCH 1ROW(18.9”) 1 LINE TEXT : 16” TEXT HEIGHT / 2 LINE TEXT : 8” TEXT HEIGHT
2ROW(35.4”)1 LINE TEXT : 32” TEXT HEIGHT / 2 LINE TEXT : 16” TEXT HEIGHT

20MM PITCH 1ROW(15”) 1 LINE TEXT : 12” TEXT HEIGHT / 2 LINE TEXT : 5.5” TEXT HEIGHT
2ROW(27.6”) 1 LINE TEXT : 24” TEXT HEIGHT / 2 LINE TEXT : 12” TEXT HEIGHT

30MM PITCH 1ROW(21.3”) 1 LINE TEXT : 18” TEXT HEIGHT / 2 LINE TEXT : 9” TEXT HEIGHT
2ROW(40.2”)1 LINE TEXT : 36” TEXT HEIGHT / 2 LINE TEXT : 18” TEXT HEIGHT

FULL COLOR SLIM LINE SERIES QWERTY KEYPAD
Introducing Mega Mega

TONS OF ANIMATION ICONS
New Animated Icons provide you with tons of fun and lively icons to choose from that dance and move to bring life your message. It 
brings yet another added dimension to creating one of the most interesting and attractive messages on scrolling message boards that 
help your sign stand apart from the sea of average LED scrolling signs on the market today. In addition to the animated icons there are 
tons of Non-animated icons too! * All Effects and features mentioned above are also available in the tri color series.

PRELOADED BACKGROUND IMAGES
Background images are another way to bring life to an otherwise 
boring LED message. Our background images create beautiful 
motion and texture to the message for a more pleasing look.

8 COLORS AVAILABLE
With a full color spectrum your message can stand out boldly 
among the many 3-color options on the market today. Stand Out, 
Get Noticed, and Be Seen with Full color! 

FADE & SHADE EFFECT
In addition to a full spectrum of colors available some effects like 
Fade And Shade allow the sign to display shadings and motion to 
the letters and effects that produce the look of an even wider color 
spectrum.

SUPER BRIGHT LED'S
The Brightest full color programmable scrolling sign in its class at a 
full 10,000 NITS!  In order to effectively view an LED sign during 
daytime hours it needs to have a minimum of 4,000 NITS to be  
clearly visible, therefore with 10,000 NITS your sign won't be missed!

 3D SCROLL EFFECT
MEGA LED Signs come with an exciting new 3D Scrolling Effect that simulates a look of 
3 Dimensional letters floating across the sign. It is an innovative way to grab the 
attention of your customers instead of the traditional right to left scrolling message.

MAINTENANCEVIEWING DISTANCE
Rule of Thumb is 1”character height 

for every 35’ of viewing distance.

The viewing distance from an LED display to your customer is an important factor in considering what 
pitch and size to consider. Longer viewing distances require larger text and therefore benefit most from 
the 26mm pitch which can produce larger size characters with the same number of pixels, while a 
smaller/tighter 20mm pitch will make the minimum character size smaller for shorter viewing 
distances. A Sign on the highway with a 24" tall character can be read from 840 feet away while a sign 
on a local street with a 5.5" tall character can be read from just under 200 feet away.

EFFECTIVE ADVERTISING

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

BRIGHTNESS

66 KEYS QWERTY KEYPAD

DUAL REMOTE SENSOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS, SYMBOLS,
& ICONS ARE A BUTTON AWAY

CHANGE FONTS, COLORS
& TEXT EFFECTS

Mega's full QWERTY keypad remote is in a class of its own, unrivaled 
in its design and capabilities. The industry’s Best New remote 
controlled LED Sign promotes easy text entry to help you save time 
programming this powerful message center. And remember time is 
money!  Many new Icons, features, and effects with an easy to 
understand keypad layout allow you to make creative and attractive 
messages that are sure to grab the attention of your customers. With 
the QWERTY keypad you'll be done entering new messages in no time 
and your sign will be helping your business increase your bottom line.

COMFORTABLE
TWO HANDED GRIP

‘FN’ BUTTON
INSTANTLY ADJUST SPEED
& BRIGHTNESS AT ANY MOMENT

EASY TO UNDERSTAND FAMILIAR KEYBOARD
LAYOUT FOR FAST & EASY PROGRAMMING

*Short for function, is a modifier key used in 
a compact layout to combine keys which are 
usually activated separately. Pressing the Fn 
will allow the use of the Orange colored 
sub-characters on the buttons of the remote.

3D E  ect Available!

40.2" 35.4" 27.6" 22"

21.3" 18.9" 15" 12.6"

  M24 15mm 30.7" 40.2" 49.6" 59.1" 68.5" 78" 87.4" 96.9" 106.3" 115.7"

  M32 20mm 40.2" 52.8" 65.4" 78" 90.6" 103.1" 115.7" 128.3"

  M42 26mm 52" 68.5" 85" 101.6" 118.1" 134.6" 151.2"

  M48 30mm 59.1" 78" 96.9" 115.7" 134.6" 153.5" 172.4"

Our signs are built with an all aluminum extruded 
frame construction and a rear serviceable aluminum 

back panel which functions as a sleek rust-free sliding 
door for superior durability and easy access. We use 

Mean Well power supplies for reliable power and 
polycarbonate sunshade grills that last for years 

without fading, warping, or cracking. Our high grade 
components and commitment to quality are just a few 

of the reasons that keep our LED displays virtually 
maintenance free for years of reliable service.

With a Programmable LED sign 
change is very beneficial. When a sign 
is not changed for too long it becomes 
more and more unnoticed. With quick 
and easy programming you can have 
many messages stored in memory for 
fast access later. This will keep your 
messages fresh, help attract more 

attention and increase the success of 
your business.

LED's use vastly less power than incandescent bulbs, 
florescent lighting, or neon tubes. Therefore, LED 

displays can save you up to 70% or more in energy costs 
over comparable neon signs, leading to significant long 
term cost savings. Additionally, we use high efficiency 

Mean Well power supplies with low power consumption 
LED's and drivers IC's to deliver peak performance and 

long service life.

LED displays are far brighter than 
other types of illumination while 

lasting about 80 times longer than 
incandescent light bulbs and 12 times 
longer than Fluorescent lights. Tested 

and confirmed with precision 
luminance (NIT) measuring 

equipment, the brightness of our signs 
is guaranteed to specification.


